ENGLISH PREPOSITION WORKSHEETS FOR CLASS 2

IDENTIFY PREPOSITIONS

Look at the picture below and choose the correct preposition (by, with, at, to, on, in, from, into, of) for the sentence:

1. Mark loves listening ___ classical music.
   a) for     b) at     c) to

2. We shall meet ___ 3 P.M. ___ the auditorium.
   a) at, in     b) in, from     c) on

3. Claire comes ___ school ___ car.
   a) to, by     b) in, to     c) by, in

   a) by     b) in     c) on

5. Tom plays ___ his dog every day after school.
   a) with     b) into     c) on
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ANSWERS

1. Mark loves listening ____ classical music.
   a) for     b) at     c) to

2. We shall meet ___ 3 P.M. ___ the auditorium.
   a) at, in     b) in, from     c) on

3. Claire comes ____ school ____ car.
   a) to, by     b) in, to     c) by, in

   a) by     b) in     c) on

5. Tom plays ____ his dog every day after school.
   a) with     b) into     c) on